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Restorative Justice 

Justice: A Spiritual Challenge 

I
f creation owes its beginning to the spirit moving over
the face of the unknown, random sea, bringing order 

and structure, then creation was an act of justice. If jus
tice is a fair resolution of conflict, then concern for jus
tice began early and lasts through eternity. Even children 
often lament, "It's not fair!" Justice Barry Stuart, a pio
neer in circle sentencing with Aboriginal communities, 
suggests that a community can be defined by the fairness 
of its methods for solving conflict. 

These human concerns for achieving justice lead 
naturally to the quest for a spiritual measure, an ultimate 
justice, by which human efforts can be measured. What 
is the ultimate measure of human justice? What is ulti
mately just? What is God's justice? 

The biblical tradition constantly witnesses, in 
varying ways, to God's justice. In recent years, this di
vine justice has been interpreted as "restorative justice." 

Born in Frustration 

The search for restorative justice begins with dissatisfac
tion. For many people involved in the criminal justice 
system - victims, communities, offenders, staff, agen
cies - working in the present system is a frustrating ex
perience. For instance, contemporary justice has 
largely failed Aboriginal communities. Across the wider 
society, there is latent frustration with the excessive indi
vidualism, professionalism and reliance on incarcera
tion. 

The emergence of a new revised approach from a 
situation of frustration is not.new! Other theologies were 
formed in the crucible of anguish. In tackling the frustra
tion with contemporary justice, the new embryo of re
storative justice is growing. 

In the enthusiasm for a new paradigm, it is impor
tant not to throw out what is good in the old, both be
cause of its intrinsic goodness and because much of the 
new is untested. Much in the Western legal and Christian 
tradition is impressive! Two examples spring to mind: 
the concept of "innocent until proven guilty," and the 
protections of due process in legal proceedings. 
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Can this embryo of restorative justice lead us to a 

new way of living justice? 

Justice Comparisons 

The following comparison of different approaches to 

justice is perhaps the best way to grasp the reality behind 

the concept "restorative justice." Other words for the 

Contemporary Justice 

1. Justice divided into different areas, each with
different rules

2. Administration of justice as an inquiry into guilt

3. Justice tested by rules, procedures

4. Focus on infliction of pain

5. Punishment as an end

6. Rewards based on just deserts, "deserved"

7. Justice opposed to mercy

8. Justice neutral, claiming to treat all equally

9. Justice as maintenance of the status quo

10. Focus on guilt and abstract principles

11. Wrong as a violation of rules

12. Guilt as unforgivable

13. Differentiation between "offenders" and others

14. Individual solely responsible; social and
political contexts unimportant

15. Action as free choice

16. Law as prohibition

17. Focus on the letter of the law

18. The state as victim

19. Justice serves to divide
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concept include "community justice" (from its emphasis 

on the importance of community) and "transformative 

justice" (in its emphasis on transforming conflict, people 

and communities). (H. Zehr, Changing Lenses, Herald 

Press: Scottdale and Waterloo, 1990, pp. 151-152) 

Biblical/ Restorative Justice 

1. Justice seen as an integrated whole

2. Administration of justice as a search for solutions

3. Justice defined by outcome, substance

4. Focus on making right

5. Punishment in the context of redemption, shalom

6. Justice based on need, undeserved

7. Justice based on mercy and love

8. Justice both fair and partial

9. Justice as active, progressive, seeking to transform
status quo

10. Focus on harm done

11. Wrong as violation of people, relationships, shalom

12. Guilt forgivable, though an obligation exists

13. Recognition that we are offenders

14. Individual responsibility but in holistic context

15. Action as choice, but with recognition of the
power of evil

16. Law as "wise indicator," teacher, point
for discussion

17. Spirit of law as most important

18. People, shalom as victim

19. Justice aims to bring together



Let the Person Without Guilt 

Throw the First Stone 

The case for restorative justice needs to be advanced 
with humility because our current system has historical 
antecedents in the religious heritage of the West. 

Spirituality is not always an easy topic to advance 
in modem culture. It is true that there are some situations 
where it is relatively easy to affirm the importance of the 
spiritual. For example, in corrections, the healing and 
formational dimensions of spirituality are openly pro
fessed when discussing work among the First Nations 
and among women. However, in other situations it is 
much less welcome to do so. In more mainline peniten
tiaries, traditional Western spirituality seems to be one 
resource among others. It may even be seen as a partici
pant in the structure and philosophy of a "penal" justice 
system. One colleague commented that while Aborigi
nal spiritual elders also have a "Native liaison officer," 
the traditional chaplain has the correctional officers, the 
case workers, the nurses (i.e., all the other staff). In other 
words, the traditional chaplain symbolizes the integra
tion of the spiritual quest for justice within the present 
structure. 

There is some rationale behind this identification 
of spirituality with a system that is felt to be so unsatis
factory. Punishment, even sacrifice, has played a role in 
the history of Christendom and, perhaps more impor
tantly, of popular Western culture. Some interpretations 
of the atonement are based on the perceived necessity of 
punishment for our sin. Some of the strongest propo
nents of harsher punishment for wrongdoers take the Bi
ble quite literally. 

However, because of the state's immense power 
regarding punishment, power that can extend to taking a 
life, in some circumstances, Western society has thought 
very carefully about the limits of punishment, about the 
process taken to decide upon guilt. This parallels think
ing within the history of theology. Moral theology has 
reflected extensively on the nature of sin and forgive
ness. Legal thinkers and parliamentarians have devel
oped processes to limit the interve.ntion of the state so 
that abuses and errors are minimized. One has only to 
visit a country where the limits on state interventions are 
not carefully proscribed to understand quickly this point. 

The fact remains that many people don't experi
ence Western justice in a positive way. It is seen as dis
tant, punitive and out of touch. Perhaps it is the result of 
a general mistrust of all institutions and skepticism 
about their capacity to respond to real human need. Al-

though conceived as vehicles and guardians of justice 
and of grace, in the eyes of many the institutions have 
become guardians mostly of themselves. 

Spiritual Roots of an Alternative Approach 

Today, people are trying to recover the fundamental 
messages of justice and grace, to go behind the institu
tions and recover their raison d'etre. 

Restorative justice is an attempt to do this in the 
field of criminal justice. Instead of asking who is guilty 
and what the punishment should be, we ask who has 
been hurt and how the hurt can be healed. Restorative 
justice is not complicated - it lets people be the judge of 
their own stories and takes a look at all the effects of 
criminal behaviour. Institutionalization, while rational 
and systematic, narrows the perspective and leaves out 
important considerations. 

The following story, adapted to protect identities, 
illustrates this point: 

The Smith family were active in their local church 
where Mr. Smith was a Sunday School teacher. Whe� 
Mr. and Mrs. Smith married, she had two dauohters 
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ages 13 and 9, from a previous marriage. Three years 
later, the elder daughter disclosed sexual abuse by her 
stepfather. The institutions of society went into action. 
Mr. Smith had to leave his job and the police, courts and 
correctional system dealt with him. Psychologists were 
appointed for each of the two daughters. The mother was 
assigned a social worker. There were lawyers for Mrs. 
Smith, Mr. Smith and the two daughters. Mrs. Smith 
spent every day of the week picking up her children 
from school and driving them or herself to one of these 
eight to 10 professionals who were dealing with the 
transgression and its consequences on the family mem
bers. During this time there was reduced income, in

creased work and less time. Mrs. Smith felt alone and 
exhausted. 

The Smith family eventually discovered one 
agency that was willing to go a different route. This 
group sat with them together, let them define the prob
lem and describe what a satisfying solution would look 
like. In this case, neither Mrs. Smith nor the daughter 
wanted Mr. Smith to go to jail. They wanted ·safety; as
surance and an apology. The group worked with them in 
the midst of all the professional interventions. After the 
experience was finally over, it was this group the Smith 
family remembered with gratitude. They weren't "pro
fessionals," but they were attentive to the needs of hurt
ing people and in that sense restorative. 
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There are many attempts now to make such experi
ences more widely available: circles of support and ac
countability, victim-offender meetings, family group 
conferencing, circle sentencing, community justice cir
cles, attention to family needs, and greater use of media
tion, to name a few. 

This attentiveness may mean letting go of the vari
ous "isms" of the professions we have been taught to 
value, and listening carefully, relating with sensitivity, 
being compassionate, and intervening creatively. Re
storative justice addresses all the relationships affected 
by the crime and seeks to bring healing. 

What is being restored in "restorative justice" is 
not so much a previous state of life as it is the dream and 
promise of shalom. Many people in the criminal justice 
system come from life situations of great suffering and 
deprivation, and there is no desire to restore that. The 
goal of restoration is the great promise of peace and jus
tice, which is integral to the covenant between the LORD 

of Israel and his people. 
Restorative justice necessarily begins where the 

pain is, with the little person, with the person left out, 
with the marginalized. That is God's way. Gideon was 
not allowed to attack the Gideonites until he reduced the 
numbers of his army. God's action was not to be hidden 
by a human obstacle. The Lord chose the boy David to 
protect his people from the Philistine Goliath. Both 
Esther and Judith delivered Israel from destruction. Je
sus modelled his own life on the example of the suffer
ing servant of deutero-Isaiah. God's justice is worked 
through the small. 

The restorative approach is at the heart of many 
justice systems in traditional societies. It is at the core of 
the biblical message. It was the original way of doing 
justice among societies in Africa and among First Na
tions in Canada. Its relevance to the people of Western 
culture was revealed dramatically in the work of the 
South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC) of the 1990s. South Africa's healing is far from 
complete, but the TRC approach allowed the stories of 
horrific crimes to be told and honoured, a sign that there 
are alternate ways to do justice. Antjie Krog reflected on 
the double mandate of the commission - truth and rec
onciliation. "If its interest in truth is linked only to am
nesty and compensation then it will have chosen not 
truth but justice. If it sees truth as the widest possible 
compilation of people's perceptions, stories, myths and 
experiences, it will have chosen to restore memory and 
foster a new humanity and perhaps that is justice in its 
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deepest sense." ( Country of My Skull: Guilt, Sorrow, and 

the Limits of Forgiveness in the New South Africa, pp. 
21-22) The TRC had (and needed) strong spiritual lead
ership. Increasingly this approach is suggested as a way
to heal the relationships between Canada - including
Canadian churches - and its Native people.

When persons experience justice that is restorative, 
they often refer to the magic of the moment. Victims who 
have been traumatized by crime, who have undergone 
treatment for years, but who have had the opportunity to 
address the justice, or injustice, in a restorative way, find 
themselves able to sleep once again and to live without fear. 
God's healing "magic" has been experienced. The 
dayspring from on high has visited them. 

Restorative Justice and Ecumenism 

It is tempting to apply the restorative justice approach to ecu
menical encounters. Here are a few tentative suggestions: 

1. Recognize an injustice, something that contra
dicts the justice of God, something that needs to be re
stored. The divisions are in themselves a contradiction 
of the kingdom inaugurated by Jesus. The covenant is 
broken. One of the consequences of this is that separate 
churches become concerned about their own survival 
and lose sight of the message of reconciliation because 
of that. This leads to a sense of alienation among the 
membership, a sense that there is something systemi
cally wrong. Churches are hurting. Their divisions pro
mote the sense of institution rather than communion. 

2. Gather those who are hurting to find a solution.
This could be done anywhere. This author is familiar 
with prisons, places of enormous need. Ministry in this 
setting tends to draw on the resources of different tradi
tions to bring solutions to the many problems. In work
ing together to address the need, there is a common ex -
perience of the grace and mercy of God. The details of 
unity among the Christian denominations are not solved, 
but the importance of doing so because of a deep under
lying unity in a common heritage is strengthened. It is 
important tliat faith communities learn to be places of 
restoration, and not just preservation. In a different con
text, bringing together people married to a Christian of 
another denomination seems to be a place ripe for the 
discovery of restorative justice on the ecumenical frontier. 

3. Celebrate God's action in this healing and restoration.

Chris Carr 

The Rev' d Chris Carr, a priest of the Anglican diocese of Ottawa, is the 
Director General of Chaplaincy, Correctional Services of Canada. 



Moltmann's Liberating Theology 
for the White, Male, First World 

J
urgen Moltm'ann's new book, Experiences in Theol

ogy: Ways and Forms of Christian Theology 

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2000), is a challenging 
work in liberationist mode for white, or male, First 
World Christians, written from a Reformed political per
spective. 

"Perhaps no single other theologian of the second 
half of our century has shaped theology so profoundly as 
Jurgen Moltmann." 1 This latest, and perhaps last, of his 
major volumes is his long-awaited methodology, and at 
the same time an overview and commentary on his the
ology as a whole. He disavows any great preoccupation 
with method, which is for him appropriately an 
"afterword": "The road emerged as I walked it" (p. xv). 
In 1983 in the Preface to God in Creation, he announced 
a series of "contributions to theology" on Trinity, crea
tion, christology, pneumatology, eschatology, to be fol
lowed at last by this volume on method. The term 'expe
riences' in the title indicates the autobiographical 
character of the book. Having learned from narrative, 
feminist and minjung theologies the importance of biog
raphy, Moltmann sees his own theological development 
and method as being closely related to his life experi
ences. We are also treated to personal reminiscences 
about his relationship with various liberation theolo
gians and their movements in diverse parts of the world. 

This book should be seen against the background 
of the volumes that preceded it. It was Moltmann's in
tention in the mid-1960s, along with J.B. Metz and 
Dorothee Solle, to "release the revolutionary spirit of the 
Christian faith" (p. 185). His first major book, Theology 

of Hope (1964), argued that Christianity is essentially 
hope, a faith that makes us restless and discontented 
with the world as it is. The Marxist philosopher Ernst 
Bloch had helped him to see that the holy One of 
Abraham and Moses is the "God of the promise," who 
stands not as the bulwark of any status qua, but in protest 
about the way things are. The protesting God of hope 
calls us to be an "Exodus church" that participates with 
God in the transformation of this world. That book put 
him in immediate contact with revolutionary freedom 
movements around the world, including the European 

Christian-Marxist dialogue, and various Third World 
struggles. It was widely agreed that "The power of his 
vision and the originality of his message helped 
inspire ... the originators of various theologies of libera
tion."2 

At the same time, Moltmann is often seen as an 
"orthodox" Protestant theologian, who has articulated 
Trinity, christology, soteriology, etc., in continuity with 
the Church fathers and the Reformation. He is clearly 
not a "liberal" theologian, drawing inspiration from the 
Enlightenment. Despit� his recent interest in experience, 
it would be a mistake to see him as a follower of 
Schleiermacher; rather, his radicalism finds its sources 
much further back. His work is grounded in the biblical 
'logic of promise,' is persistently eschatological and 
trinitarian, and consistently pro-liberationist, pro-femi
nist, ecological and dialogical. His doctrines of Christ 
and of Trinity (especially in The Crucified God [1972], 
and The Trinity and the Kingdom [1980]) highlight a 
Christ who is political and yet remains the mediator of 
God's grace as the One who died for us. Moltmann's in
fluence shines forth clearly, for example, in the theology 
of Jon Sobrino. His treatment of the "social Trinity" is 
firmly biblical and patristic in its inspiration, and has 
been taken up by a liberationist, such as Leonardo Baff, 
and a feminist, such as Elizabeth Johnson. These earlier 
works, which constituted an acutely contextual 
theologia crucis for post-Auschwitz Germany, have 
found resonance in many contexts around the world. His 
ecclesiology in The Church in the Power of the Spirit 

(1975) was notably Protestant, owing much to the radi
cal Reformation, and oriented to the service of God's 
reign in this world. In later volumes,3 his ecological doc
trine of creation, his messianic christology, his theology 
of the Spirit as a universal affirmation, and his political 
eschatology of the coming God all carry foi;ward a clas
sic, catholic Christian faith, with a strong liberationist, 
pro-feminist and dialogical flavour. 

This new volume, Experiences in Theology, deals 
with many of the themes one would expect to find in a 
methodological work: questions of the knowledge of 
God, natural theology and revelation; analogy, metaphor 
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and dialectic; the nature and interpretation of scripture; 
the place of experience and context; and so on. Of par
ticular interest to readers of this journal is Moltmann's 
rich commentary on Black theology, Latin American lib
eration theology, Korean minjung, and feminist theolo
gies. Moltmann does not wish to plagiarize the name of 
"liberation theology," but to appropriate many of its 
insights for whites, for the First World, for the ruling 
classes, and for men. 

Black Theology for Whites 

Moltmann tells us of his year in the United States, 1967-
68, the tumultuous year of the murder of Martin Luther 
King. He became friends with James Cone, developed 
an immediate sympathy with the newly developing 
Black theology, and facilitated the translation of Cone's 
work into German. 

White Western/northern people need to be aware 
of the way the wealth of modem industrial society was 
built up on the backs of African slaves. Our pride in our 
economic and cultural power will be diminished when 
we recognize its dependence upon the savaging of cap
tured African people. Moltmann presents in a poignant 
manner the ghastly facts of the history of slavery, and 
feels that we must not forget the depth of human suffer
ing that slavery involved. Over 15 million African slaves 
survived the Atlantic crossing, to enter upon the brutality 
of slave existence, but some 30 to 40 million did not sur
vive! The 400 years of enslavement of the blacks in
fected white people with the disease of racism - a psy
chological mechanism of self-righteousness, and an 
ideological mechanism for the domination of others. 
Racists display both superhuman pride and inhuman 
fear, which, turning to aggression and self-hatred, de
stroy their own humanity and human community. 

Three different types of black liberation move
ment are identified: back to Africa, associated with 
Marcus Garvey; separation from white supremacy in 
America, associated with Black Power and epitomized 
by Malcolm X; and integration into the American 
dream, associated with the non-violent resistance of 
Martin Luther King. Moltmann tells anci reflects upon 
each of these stories with great respect. 

Regarding contemporary Black theology, 
Moltmann offers no critical words whatever, but unfor
tunately also offers no comment on developments since 
the mid-70s, in which Black theologians have moved 
beyond an exclusive concern about racism to include re
flection on class oppression. Focusing on the work of the 
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early James Cone, Moltmann is fully supportive of his 
alignment of theology with Black Power in his first, 
groundbreaking book, Black Theology and Black Power 

(1969). For this theology, God is Black and Jesus is the 
black Messiah. What is emphasized is the God who cre
ates justice for victims, not the God who justifies sin
ners. Jesus is the victim, fully identified with black vic
tims. He is the synoptic Jesus of Nazareth, rather than 
the Christ of patristic dogma. But this is not the man Je
sus of white, middle-class, liberal theology. This is the 
assailed, tortured and crucified Son of Man and the risen 
Redeemer of the poor (p. 214). 

Black theology opens up for whites an opportunity 
to see themselves through the eyes of the victims of our 
own society, culture and church. "White Christians 
should not, one day, have to ask unsuspectingly, 'Lord, 
when did I see you black?' Christ lies before their door 
as a black" (p. 215). 

Latin American Liberation Theology (LALT) 

for the First World 

Moltmann's comments here on LALT, though friendly 
and insightful, refer mainly to its earlier development, 
and indicate little awareness of how it has shifted more 
recently in the wake of political change in Latin 
America. 

His early relationship to LALT was a rocky and 
acrimonious one. His first response to Gutierrez'sA The

ology of Liberation (1971) was enthusiastic, and he con
ducted seminars on it in Ttibingen, seeing in it a high 
degree of congeniality with his own political theology. 
He noted that the works of LALT were highly dependent 
on European authors and European, Marxist forms of 
social analysis. It was painful when a number of LALT 
theologians and students responded to his interest with 
hostility. He was accused of doing merely liberal theol
ogy, a theology for the study, not arising out of praxis. 
He felt this was unfair, and responded angrily in an open 
letter to Jose Miguez Bonino, challenging Latin Ameri
can theology to be more contextually Latin American. 4 A 
few years later, however, on a visit there, Moltmann de
veloped a friendship with Gutierrez, Baff, Sobrino and 
others. He now recognized that "they needed separation 
in order to come to themselves" (p. 219). 

Again, European and North American Christians 
need to be aware of the brutal history of the colonization 
and exploitation of South America, and the way in which 
our Western/northern power has been built upon the mis
ery of the indigenous peoples. Moltmann offers us here a 



compact, reflective account of that shocking history. The 
Native peoples were subject to "microbe shock" - bacte
riological warfare waged unconsciously by the conquer
ors, themselves immunized from smallpox by the medi
eval plagues. The depopulation of vast areas weakened 
any possible resistance and was interpreted by the in
coming Christians as divine punishment and providence. 
At the same time, European weaponry produced the 
"military shock" of all-out warfare, which was unheard 
of by the gentler local Aztec, Maya and Inca peoples. 
The indigenous religions and cultures saw time and his
tory deterministically and cyclically. Because they were 
oriented towards harmony with natural forces, they re
acted to catastrophic events with traditional ritual, while 
the invading Christians, operating out of a European 
idea of history, "could react to new situations with deci
sions that had no precedent." European world conquest, 
says Moltrnann, is first exploration, then domination, 
then marketing: "First come the ethnologists, then Coca
Cola." Tragically, Europeans seek to know the world 
only to master it, and here "the modern man-made eco
logical world-wide catastrophes began" (p. 225). In 
these pages, though, Moltrnann does not quite acknowl
edge the tragedy that this notion of time, history and 
worldly dominion has its source, at least in part, in the 
Bible. 

Moltrnann generally concurs with the use of "de
pendency theory" in the socio-analytic dimension of 
LALT, and the significance this has for First World 
awareness of complicity in Third World poverty. He also 
concurs with the more differentiated, multi-perspective 
analysis of the later refinements of dependency theory, 
which take account of internal historical and cultural 
factors. He offers positive reflections on key Catholic 
episcopal documents of liberation theology (Medellin 
and Puebla), especially regarding the "option for the 
poor." First World Christians in particular must be care
ful of that solicitous "for," but also wary of any 
"messianism of the poor." Commenting on Ellacuria and 
Sobrino, who speak of the "crucified people" and the 
salvific effects of their suffering (a view with precedence 
in Roman Catholic ecclesiology), he points out that the 
poor do not voluntarily choose their poverty and only 
want to be freed of it. Asserting the Protestant solus 

Christus, Moltmann declares that "Only divine suffering 
can reconcile the world. Aren't theologians imposing a 
burden on the suffering poor if they give their suffering a 
religious significance of this kind?" (p. 237). 

However, he defends LALT against common First 
World misunderstandings and criticisms (including 
those expressed by the Vatican in the mid-80s). LALT's 
theology of salvation is not a kind of "immanentism," 
nor is it reduced to "social salvation." Moltrnann uses 
one of his own favourite concepts, perichoresis, to de
fend Gutierrez against the charge of human self-salva
tion. He contends that, for Gutierrez, the redemption of 
God and the self-liberation of human beings have to be 
understood perichoretically. The struggle for a free and 
just society is part of salvation history, but not all of sal
vation. God's redemption of the world can neither be re
duced to social liberation, nor abstracted from it. "Re
demption by God and the self-liberation of human 
beings interpenetrate one another mutually, and must be 
seen as 'intertwined" (p. 242). Human progress and the 
kingdom of God cannot be identified, but the growth of 
the kingdom is not indifferent to human progress. First
World Christians need to learn from LALT the urgency 
of historical action for justice-and-peace,- -and to know 
that this work is done within the salvific work of God. 
Moltrnann asks, "When, if not now? Where, if not here? 
Who, if not us?" (p. 248). 

Theology for the Ruling Classes 

The first of his many visits to Korea was in 1975, during 
the time of military dictatorship. Protesting workers and 
students, including many theological students, were in 
prison; he remembers being shadowed by an unfriendly 
secret service. 

Moltrnann's particular interest in Korea was the 
new minjung theology. Besides the prominent minjung 
theologian Suh Nam-Dong, his theological conversation 
partner there was mainly Ahn Byung-Mu, who had him
self, along with a number of his theological colleagues, 
suffered years of imprisonment. Ahn was famous for his 
work on ochlos (the crowd) in Mark's Gospel,5 and 
chose to translate this important New Testament word by 
the Korean word minjung, which is not quite perfectly 
translatable into English. Minjung is not simply the peo
ple in the sense of the nation, or the proletariat as such, 
but the whole underside of society, the oppressed. and 
marginalized, without religious identity or itlinic coher
ence. They have, in Korea, a long history of resistance to 
their disadvantages and domination. Ahn's great discov
ery, as Moltmann sees it, was the recognition of how 
central the minjung is to the story of Jesus of Nazareth: 
he was "unconditionally on the side of the ochlos" 
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(p. 255). The minjung theologians do not idealize the 

minjung. They are easily led; they abandon Jesus at the 

cross. This is part of their poverty. "The minjung are 

only romanticized by people who do not belong to 

them" (p. 257). Yet for minjung theology, the relation of 

Messiah and minjung is very fluid. The name "Jesus' 
does not designate a single individual (a Western bias) 

but also refers to a life-history in community. This is an 

inclusive, solidarity christology in which the least of the 

minjung represent Jesus' presence. But should the 

minjung then acquire messianic features? Indeed, for 

these theologians, we find a messianic elevation of the 

minjung struggle for freedom. The minjung, then, are 

the suffering servants of God. Again, Moltmann protests 

against the excessive burden laid upon the people: 

If the minjung is to redeem the world, like the suf

ferin o servant of God, who then redeems the 
e, 

minjung? And if the minjung redeem through their 

sufferings, how can they struggle so as at long last 

to overcome this suffering? Who, then, has asked 

the minjung whether it wants to suffer for the re

demption of the world? (p. 259) 

For Suh Nam-Dong, Jesus is a "symbol for the 

minjung." Moltmann does not believe this is "felicitous 

phraseology" (p. 259). He argues that it is necessary to 

distinguish between atoning suffering, which is solely 

God's work, and the suffering of the people, which is to 

be overcome; and this distinction is in the interests of the 

minjung. 

However, Moltmann appropriates the "minjung as 

Messiah" insight for ecclesiology. The Church, of 

course, is the manifest church of believers, to whom the 

risen Christ promises his real presence in proclamation, 

sacrament and community. But there exists also a "latent 

church of the poor" where Christ's presence is real 

among the hungry, thirsty and imprisoned - the ochlos.

"As you did it to one of the least of these ... you did it to 

me" (Mt. 25:40). "Whoever receives on� such child in 

my name receives me" (Mt 18:5). Thus, Moltmann de

clares, "The whole Christ is present in the manifest com

munity of believers, and in the latent community of the 

poor .... Christ's apostolate says what the church is; 'the 

least' say where the church belongs. The hidden Christ 

awaits those who are his in the poor and the children of 

the people ... " (p. 267). 
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Feminist Theology for Men 

Moltmann gives us a rather intimate glimpse into his 

personal struggle and theological transformation under 

the influence of his wife, Elisabeth Moltmann-Wendel, a 

feminist theologian. He describes a painful process, both 

for him and his male students, through which he never 

regarded himself as a feminist theologian, but undertook 

to 

... build a male liberation theology, so to speak ... , a 

consciously limited, masculine liberation theol

ogy, through which to overcome the estrangements 

on both sides, brought about by the patriarchal tra

ditions. For this one precondition is essential: the 

power games must stop, the master in the man 

must vanish, power must be distributed justly and 

equally .... (p. 271) 

As he did in his discussion of the previously men

tioned forms of liberation theology, Moltmann offers a 

brief, insightful account of the history of patriarchy in 

Western society and culture, in the Bible, and the 

Church. In Western society and thought, since Aristotle, 

to be truly and fully human was to be male, so that the 

male was born to rule, the female to serve. Maleness has 

meant aggressive sexism, and femaleness has meant 

softness and weakness. Sexism has been both social/po

litical and psychological, and has not only humiliated 

women, but robbed men of their humanity. 

Moltmann acknowledges patriarchy in the Bible, 

and clearly adopts a feminist hermeneutic that coheres 

with classical christology. Earlier in the book he an

nounced a hermeneutic that furthers life. Since Christ 

came to bring life, and the Spirit is the source of life, 

'We shall work out what in the texts furthers life, and we 

shall subject to criticism whatever is hostile to life" (pp. 

147-150). He criticizes the way his great mentor, Karl

Barth, endo_rsed patriarchy as a God-given "fact" be

cause of its rootedness in the Bible. Moltmann himself

endorses a feminist hermeneutic of suspicion. Such a

hermeneutic puts to the texts the question of the well

being of women, and argues that, despite the patriarchy

of so many biblical texts, this is "the Bible's very own

concern too" (p. 282). He joins, therefore, a hermeneutic

of suspicion with a hermeneutic of liberating words and

healing visions that are "gathered together in a

hermeneutics of remembrance, recollections of the his-



tories of suffering of women .... " (p. 283) Thus he echoes 
much of the thought of Russell, Ruether and Schtissler
Fiorenza, whose works appear in his endnotes. 

In his criticism of patriarchy in the Church, he ar
gues that there are no sound arguments against the ordi
nation of women to all the ministries of the Church. 
Males and females alike are created in the image of God, 
and their likeness to God embraces their wholeness, 
body and soul, and must not be restricted to sexless souls 
or bodiless spiritual natures. Women and men are God's 
image together in their sexual difference and in their 
community with each other. 

Curiously, though, Moltmann, even in this chapter, 
continues to use male exclusive language regarding 
God, speaking of God who is "in himself plural" (p. 
285). Yet he is sharply critical here of the "patriarchal 
God complex," of the traditional theology of "Almighty 
providence," of the deity who determines everything 
and is determined by nothing. Referring to patristic and 
medieval antecedents to feminist theology, he asserts 
again, as he has before, that only a renewed doctrine of 
the Trinity will get us over patriarchal monotheism, be
cause 

The triune God is the God in sociality, rich in rela
tionships, the God who unites. His nature is not 
almighty power. It is love .... The solitary man of 
power may be an imitation of the Almighty, but the 
image of the triune God can only be a human com
munity in which free and equal persons, in the dif
ference of their unique characters and endow
ments, are there with each other, and for each 
other .... (p. 292) 

Moltmann offers here no criticism whatsoever of 
feminist theologies, but clearly favours those whose 
'life-centrism' is also Christ-centred, biblical and 
trinitarian. What he writes here would be highly congen
ial to such authors as Elizabeth Johnson, Catherine 
Mowry LaCugna, Jacqueline Grant and Letty Russell, 
though he has not discussed them here. 

Though Moltmann is now in his mid-70s, we may 
hope that this book will not be his swan song, and that 
his fertile, creative theological mind will continue to in
spire and educate us. 

Harold Wells 

Dr. Harold Wells is professor of theology at Emmanuel College in the 
Toronto School of Theology. He is the author of A Future for Socialism? 
(Trinity Press International). 
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Eric Voegelin: A Pre-Nicene Christian? 

V 
oegelin folklore commonly reports that, upon be
ing asked his religious affiliation, the famous po

litical philosopher was likely to respond, "I am a pre
Nicene Christian." The "Voegelin twinkle" probably ac
companied this comment, suggesting a certain levity 
that needs to go along with the seriousness of his words. 
Voegelin's views on Christianity are too complex to 
present in a brief article, and they have already spawned 
a small library of diverse interpretations. But the per
spective suggested by this now-famous quip might offer 
a helpful map to the interested. 1 

An Open Religious Field 

In one of his last writings, Voegelin wrote of the "open
ness" of "the theophanic field" that characterized Chris
tianity "up to Nicaea (325), when theAthanasian victory 
put an end to this generous openness."2 "Theophanic 
field" is one of the ways in which Voegelin came to 
evoke an "amplitude" of luminous events in which the 
paradoxically mysterious nature of the process of his
tory broke "through to consciousness" in language 
symbolisms. 

No doubt, within this ample theophanic field, 
Christianity was singular in at least two respects, on 
Voegelin's account. For the incarnation climactically 
differentiated both the loving descent towards us in 
grace of the transcendent ground of reality, and the hu
man being as the site of that transcendence. In Jesus 
those two dimensions - divine descent and human site of 
that descent - coincide with a differentiated intensity 
and luminosity not matched elsewhere, and from there 
they radiate out and become formative forces within his
tory at large. Voegelin names this a "full differentiation" 
in an effort to underscore its limit nature. I should add, 
however, that the positive intensity Voegelin attributes to 
the incarnation is also matched by "an equally radical 
possibility" of disorder, inasmuch as one can become so 
focused upon it as the centre that one neglects or inter
rupts "its relations to the reality of which it is the 
center."3 Intensely apocalyptic movements and Gnosti
cism are two such examples of this radical interruption. 
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But what we need to underscore at this point is that 
Christianity exists within a wider theophanic field, 
which on Voegelin's account is historically worldwide. 
For the transcendent ground is always present in human 
experience and known at least compactly and dimly by 
all, even if it is not luminously differentiated by all. The 
earlier citation, in which Voegelin speaks of this 
"theophanic field," occurs in a context in which he sug
gests that pre-Nicene Christianity in its own way was 
more attuned to this field, and consequently more open 
to a play of symbols through which to explore new facets 
possibly opened up by the experience of the incarnation. 
Voegelin's language has a tone of wistfulness to it, in 
fact. He recognizes that "the Trinitarian and 
christological dogma" of Nicaea and Chalcedon (451) 
were "protective devices" needed to shield the "oneness 
of the Unknown God" against confusion with less differ
entiated views of the deity. Still, there was a certain nar
rowing represented by the dogma-making. 

Readers of Voegelin's works know that he endeav
ours to avoid eclipsing the dimensions of reality, what
ever they may be. Obviously he is concerned about the 
transcendent ground of reality, because this is the dimen
sion that is both deepest and yet most under attack in the 
"modern" world. But the transcendent ground is in 
"partnership," Voegelin likes to say, with human per
sons, societies, and the physical cosmos as a whole. 
These four constitute a quaternity, and all good "order" 
maintains a balanced attunement to all of these, refusing 
to eclipse or "murder" any of the partners, so to speak.4 

We all dwell within this vast partnership and always take 
our bearings from within our manner of participation 
therein. This is an in-between space, Voegelin came to 
say, and we cannot pretend to an Archimedean space 
outside of it. So, humility, we might say, in the literal 
sense of recognizing that we are positioned on the earth 
(humus), is the key to good thinking and good order. 

Varieties of Doctrinalization 

Dogmas or doctrines, then, in keeping with our theme, 
should be protective devices helping us to remain at-



tuned to the partners in the quaternity ("the community 
of being"). The trouble is, they often get detached from 
the humble in-between space, and when they do, they 
lose their humility and become clubs rather than guides, 
which can cause great social and even cosmic disorder. 
At least, this is how Voegelin typically describes the 
process at a very high level of abstraction. Simplifying a 
bit, but I hope not distorting, let us speak of 
"doctrinalization l" and "doctrinalization 2." The first 
would refer to doctrine in its guidance function of serv
ing as a protective device, in some way appropriately 
contributing to our existence in the community of being; 
the second, to doctrines that have derailed, becoming 
detached in some way from the experiential matrix of 
the community of being. 

What might some of these derailments be? We 
have already noted one: namely, narrowing the 
theophanic field in such a way that the God present in 
Jesus eclipses or undervalues the God present elsewhere, 
along with the other dimensions in the community of 
being. In other words, a "slice" of the much richer expe
riential matrix is taken for the whole. Religions histori
cally have a habit of denying or undervaluing the divine 
ground present everywhere and varyingly experienced 
and symbolized, from the symbolisms of the most an
cient myths in the Paleolithic Caves of Altamira, 
Lascaux, and Chauvet, to the more "differentiated" ar
ticulations in later cultures. At the same time, non-reli
gious "doctrinalization 2" tends to deny or undervalue 
the divine ground (atheism, agnosticism, deism, etc.), or 
one or another of the other partners in the community of 
being (e.g., the various reductionisms - biologism, so
cial relativism, materialism, etc.). 

This narrowing or eclipsing is particularly a dan
ger with doctrine-making and equivalent forms of 
conceptualization, argues Voegelin. In attending to a sin
gle dimension of the larger community of being, one in
evitably distances oneself from the much richer matrix 
of reality. Theoretically it becomes possible to distance 
oneself so much that one ends up with "ideas" and 
propositions divorced from experience. Voegelin spoke 
of taking "precautions of meditative practice" to avoid 
this, by which he seems to have meant the more experi
ential, intuitive, transcendently open kind of 
participative knowing characteristic of Plato, the great 
religions of wisdom, and the mystics.5 The ideologists, 
despite their enormous variety, share in common the loss 
of this more meditative, experiential and transcendently 

open style of knowing. They lose in some way their hu
mility-their sense of being on the ground (humus)- and 
instead pretend to an Archimedean point outside and be
yond the in-between space. As we think of humility, we 
might also think of the virtues in general. Voegelin, fol
lowing the classical thinkers and the religious traditions, 
places great stress on these. Experiential knowing is as 
good as the shape of the experience in question. And the 
shape of the experience is formed by virtues and de
formed by the lack of them. 

Mystics and Tolerance 

The word "mystic" has come up, and it might be helpful 
for our theme to speak a bit more about Voegelin's think
ing on this as well. Almost immediately after the citation 
above on pre-Nicene Christianity's openness, Voegelin 
has occasion to mention "mysticism and, correspond
ingly, tolerance in dogmatic matters," describing them as 
differentiations of theophanic experiences in a certain 
respect beyond even that provided by a Plato or by a 
St. Paul.6 Mysticism and tolerance are associated with 
one another in Voegelin's mind because the mystics tend 
to react against formalistic and merely verbal forms of 
religiosity, seeking the knowledge coming from experi
ential reality. Because they remain in contact with the 
rich texture of experience, they have a sense of its com
plexity, depth, many-layeredness, the demands it places 
upon us in terms of discipline and virtue, the need to at
tune ourselves to self-deception, and so on. Some "more 
philosophical" mystics who have reflected and written 
on the mystical experience - such as Dionysius the 
Areopagite, the author of The Cloud of Unknowing, or 
Nicholas of Cusa or Jean Bodin, among Voegelin's fa
vourites - articulated quite nuanced appreciations of re
ality's depth and the appropriateness of symbolic lan
guage as against conceptual or simply picture thinking. 
Mystics have a sense of the substantial versus the pe
ripheral, we might say, of the deeper connectedness of us 
all with the divine ground, with the cosmos, with one 
another in society, a "substance" exceedingly bright and 
dark, and varyingly symbolized on a vast scale ranging 
from compactness to careful differentiations. This con
sciousness fosters a sense of likemindedn&SS- and com
munity with all as well as tolerance for the richly diver
sified ways in which we share in reality and give 
expression to it. But this should not be confused with 
indifference or relativism.7 In this sense, then, pre
Nicene Christianity was mystical, and such would be the 
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style of Christianity most attractive to Voegelin. But it 
would be most attractive not because of some idiosyn
cratic preference, but because it represents the most 
formative and, all things considered, the least deforma
tive form of attunement to the divine ground within the 
community of being. 

Perhaps by now we are experiencing a little of that 
twinkle and levity noted earlier. In these regions, as the 
mystics typically know, we need the humbling self-humour 
(etymologically related to humility and humus [earth, 
ground], I believe) as a sign that it is the really transcendent

ground we are attuned to, rather than our own facsimiles. 
Such humour - and Voegelin, who could be very serious, 
displayed much of it - indicates that, to use another 
Voegelinism, ''Reality has a way of asserting itself." 

Where does this leave us? By no means with any
thing like a full picture ofVoegelin's view of Christianity 
- or of his view of anything else, for that matter. Even
less does it give us a picture of the di verse interpretations
and receptions his views have received. But maybe it af
fords us one key that might unlock a few of the bigger
doors that the interested reader might encounter. 8 

Doctrinal Minimalism and Meditative Maximalism 

If these observations are solid, then, we could say that 
Voegelin's approach to Christianity- and even to reality 
as a whole, perhaps - is one of both doctrinal 
minimalism and meditative maximalism. Doctrinal 
minimalism can be taken to mean that Voegelin recog
nizes that we are social beings, and that societies have 
typically provided guidance and promoted social cohe
siveness through adhering to a minimal list of doctrines. 
Voegelin's chosen field of specialization - political sci
ence - meant that he typically thought on a larger canvas 
than that of the churches, but he applied his observations 
to the churches when it was relevant to his work. Medi
tative maximalism indicates that we should not try to re
duce people to the lowest possible standards. This would 
ultimately be a denial of human freedom and creativity, 
and it would obstruct the possibility of real advances on 
the historical field. Such is the way of all 
totalitarianisms. All of us are called to participate with 
our partners in the community of being: namely, with 
other human beings in various forms of society, with na
ture, and with the divine ground. And we have the capac
ity to participate on all sorts of levels and to varying de
grees of depth. The quantitative and qualitative 
variations of the possibilities of participation are enor
mously rich and pluralistic. 
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A Mystical Christianity 

Voegelin's mystical style of Christianity and even of 
politics means that he subordinates the doctrinal to the 
meditative. He is not one of those who believes that doc
trinal propositions represent the highest point of devel
opment for churches or other social groups. They have 
their modest role as useful maps, so to speak, as we try to 
make our way in the enormously rich community of be
ing. But they are most helpful when they remain modest, 
recognizing their secondary status.9 To completely do 
away with them would likely be utopian. So would be 
the effort to do away with laws, for example, which 
Voegelin considered roughly equivalent to doctrines on 
the social field. In this regard, one of the best sources for 
understanding Voegelin's approach to doctrines can be 
found in his interpretation of Plato's Laws in his mag
num opus, Order and History. This is not a far-fetched 
example for our theme, since Voegelin himself explicitly 
draws the comparison between what Plato is suggesting 
in the Laws and the guidance function of the institutions 
of Christianity vis-a-vis the reality of Jesus. 

Learning from Plato 

When we think of Plato, we might think of the philo
sophical conversion to the Good and the True, and of 
how the philosopher or ruler whose soul is attuned to 
them would provide the best leadership in society. That 
was roughly Plato's view in the Republic, but in time he 
came to grasp that he was asking too much of human 
frailty on a wide scale. Hence, how to preserve as much 
of the substance of the philosophic conversion as possi
ble under the conditions of social existence is the prob
lem he addresses in his later Laws. This is not unlike the 
transition from Jesus to Paul, or from the Sermon on the 
Mount to the "Pauline, ecclesiastic compromise with the 
frailty of man." 10 The various laws become ways in 
which a minimum amount of substance will be lost, or 
positively expressed, ways in which a maximal amount 
will be preserved. 

Voeg�lin makes much of the way in which Plato 
hedges in the laws by means of the proemia and "play." 
The first are preludes or persuasives, as we find them, 
curiously enough, in musical compositions. Through 
them legislators attempt to explain the spirit of the laws, 
so that citizens can come to accept them not through co
ercion but through their resonance with their deepest 
well-being. The second element, play, is the overriding 
dimension of this dialogue of Plato's. The reader may 



remember how Plato writes of God playing with us as if 

we were puppets, of how our lives are meant to be a seri

ous play that pursues the pull of the golden cord. And 

this dialogue itself is like "an elaborate play with various 

symbols."11 The laws, then, are part of a larger divine

human play or liturgical drama (one of the forms of the 

play Voegelin mentions), and find their proper meaning 

only therein. Following Huizinga's classic Homo 

Ludens, Voegelin recognizes play as an expression of 

our human transcendence of determinism, of our spirit 

of freedom and creativity. The laws, by being hedged in 

by the play, are meant to help the divine-human play 

proceed. They foster a sort of "serious play." 

We can easily see how Voegelin follows Plato in 

his own handling of religious doctrines. Religious doc

trines require their preludes (proemia). There will be a 

coercive dimension to them, given the vast range of hu

man types and the problem of evil and sin. But to remain 

helpful, they must be kept to a reasonable minimum, and 

their deeper spirit must be persuasively set forth in all 

sorts of ways. Voegelin has tended to emphasize the role 

of the mystic philosopher and saint as the key promoter 

of the "open society" in this regard. It could be said that 

a society, churches included (for they are forms of soci

ety), is healthy precisely to the extent that it makes room 

for and even generates such mystics and saints. Voegelin 

has only hinted at the play dimension in Christianity. In

asmuch as he views the liturgical drama as a key social 

form of play, it would seem appropriate to view the litur

gical life of the church as a key hedge for doctrine. One 

might think of the axiom "The law of prayer is the law of 

believing." The prayer-liturgical context keeps the doc

trine humble: open to the divine ground, worshipping it, 

and in its service. 

Voegelin, to my knowledge, nowhere provides us 

with a minimum list of Christian doctrines. He knew that 

these things vary to some extent under differing existen

tial conditions. That holds true for all social groupings, 

ecclesial or secular. The key for him was to take our 

bearings from within the experiences of differentiation 

within history, not in the archaic sense of simply return

ing to past paradisal moments, but in a more future-look

ing sense. For he held that Christ and the Christian 

movement formed through him was, in the sense noted 

at this essay's beginning, a climactic differentiation of 

history's intelligible structure, as he called it. "This in

telligible structure of history, however, is not to be found 

within the order of any one of the concrete societies par-

ticipating in the process. It is not a project for human or 

social action, but a reality to be discerned retrospectively 

in a flow of events that extends, through the present of 

the observer, indefinitely into the future."12 Mystic phi

losopher that he was, he resolutely refused to reduce 

Christianity to a "recipe" to be followed by an uncreative 

and uninspired chef. 

William M. Thompson 
Dr. William M. Thompson, professor of theology at Duquesne University, 
Pittsburgh, is the author of many books and the editor of Eric Voegelin's 
writings. 
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The Summit of the Americas: 
Why are the Churches Afraid? 

B
oth the supporters and the opponents of the Free 

Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) regarded the 

Summit in Quebec City (21 April, 2001) as a significant 

historical event opening the door to an unprecedented 

development that would affect the whole of the Ameri
can continent. Supporters of the FTAA foresee the crea

tion of great wealth, while the opponents anticipate the 
unjust distribution of this wealth and the marginalization 
of growing sectors of the population. 

Christian Solidarity with the Weaker Members of 

Society 

The Canadian Church leaders thought that this historical 

occasion called for a public statement addressed to the 

Official Summit as well as the People's Summit and 
other alternative gatherings: 

As communities of faith in Canada, linked with 

brothers and sisters of faith throughout the Ameri
cas, we call upon you to create not simply a trade 

agreement, but a framework for a more neigh

bourly economy. Conform any new agreements to 

the human rights standards in the UN covenant; 

protect and promote the inherent rights of Aborigi

nal people in the Americas; cancel paralyzing na
tional debts; enhance food security and the secu

rity of agricultural communities; preserve the 
integrity of publicly funded health and education 
services; and don't let patents, or trade-related in

tellectual property rights, block access to public 

goods like life-saving medicine. 

To underline the significance of the historical 

event, the Canadian Catholic bishops wrote their own 

letter to the Official Summit and the parallel summits, in 

which they defended the positions adopted by the collec

tive ecclesiastical statement with arguments drawn from 

Catholic social teaching, especially from the recent 

document Ecclesia in America.

• The globalized economy must be analyzed in the

light of the principles of social justice, respecting
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the preferential option for the poor, who must be 

allowed to take their place in such an economy, and 

the requirement of the international common good. 
• The Church in America is called to co-operate with

every legitimate means in reducing the negative
effects of globalization, such as the domination of

the powerful over the weak, especially in the eco

nomic sphere, and the loss of the values of local

cultures in favour of a misconstrued homogeniza

tion.

• The Church must encourage the international

agencies of the continent to establish an economic
order dominated not only by the profit motive but

also by the pursuit of the common good of nations
and of the international community, the equitable

distribution of goods and the integral development

of peoples.

The Canadian bishops reminded the members of 

the Summit that "a voice as official as that of the Organi

zation of the American States (OAS) recognizes that [as 

a result of free market globalization] income disparity 

and the absolute numbers of those living in poverty in 

the America has increased, [that] citizens feel increas
ingly insecure in city streets and even in their homes, 

and [that] persistent and in some cases growing inequal

ity threatens to undermine our ability to construct a more 
prosperous and secure future." 

The system of ideas behind the globalization of the 

free market is often called "neo-liberalism." The bishops 

offer the description of this ideology given by Pope John 
Paul 1I in Ecclesia in America.

Based on a purely economic conception of the hu

man being, this system considers profit and the law 

of the market as its only parameters, to the detri

ment of the dignity and the respect due to individu
als and peoples. At times this system has become 

the ideological justification for certain attitudes 
and behaviour in the social and political spheres, 

leading to the neglect of the weaker members of 
society. Indeed, the poor are becoming ever more 



numerous, victims of specific policies and struc
rures. 

Government Can No Longer Protect the Public 

Good 

What the Churches are afraid of is the increasing inabil
ity of governments to protect their people from the nega
tive effects of markets set up by private corporations in 
view of maximizing their profit. Already in the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) the Ameri
can, Canadian and Mexican governments have given up 
their power to regulate the market when it threatens the 
well-being of the population and damages the narural 
environment. We have entered a new phase of history 
where the important decisions regarding the furure of a 
people are no longer made by a democratically elected 
government but by private corporations in their own in
terests. According to NAFTA (chapter 11), private cor
porations can take a government to court if it interferes 
with their commercial plans. 

To show that the fear of the Churches is grounded 
in fact, I shall present the list of the cases where private 
companies, relying on the NAFTA rules, have taken a 
government to court when it interfered, in the name of 
the common good, with their corporate economic inter
ests. The list of cases is taken from Economic Justice

(vol. XII, no. 1, April 2001, p. 5). 
• U.S.-owned Ethyl Corporation sued the Canadian

government for U.S.$250 million because of a ban
in 1996 on the gasoline additive MMT, a toxin
known to damage the nervous system. In 1998,
Ethyl obtained a reversal of the ban and a settle
ment of U.S.$13 million. This case shows that the
threat of a suit for indirect expropriation of antici
pated profits is sufficient to cause a government to
withdraw a health protection measure.

• In October 1998, U.S.-based S.D. Myers Inc.,
which treats transformers containing toxic PCBs,
filed a claim against the Canadian government for
U.S.$30 million for losses it claims to have in
curred during a ban of a year and a half (1995 to
1997) on the export of PCB wastes from Canada.
The ban implemented a commitment made in the
Basel Convention on the Transboundary Move
ment of Hazardous Waste, which predates
NAFTA. At the time, the importation of hazardous
wastes was also prohibited under U.S. law. Al
though the Canadian PCB export ban was revoked
in 1997, the company used NAFTA's chapter 11 to

claim damages. In November 2000 a NAFTA 
panel ordered Canada to pay damages (as yet un
determined). Ottawa is appealing the decision. 

• California-based Sun Belt Water Inc. is suing
Canada for the British Columbia government's re
fusal to issue a permit to allow the export of bulk
water from that province. Having failed to obtain
damages in a B.C. court action, Sun Belt is using
chapter 11 of NAFTA to claim damages of be
tween U.S.$1 billion and 10.5 billion.

• Pope and Talbot, a U.S.-based lumber company, is
claiming approximately U.S.$510 million from
the Canadian federal government for alleged
breaches of the NAFTA investment chapter related
to changes in the profitability of its timber export
business in Canada. Pope and Talbot alleges that
its lumber exports declined because of the Canada
U.S. Softwood Lumber Agreement which estab
lished export quotas for four Canadian provinces,
including British Columbia, where Pope and
Talbot has operations.

• U.S.-based United Parcel Services has launched a
U.S.$100 million suit against Canada claiming
that Canada Post takes unfair advantage of its mo
nopoly over letter mail delivery to subsidize its
courier service. The suit challenges the ability of
the federal government to organize an integrated
postal service that ensures that all areas of the
country, including rural areas and remote northern
communities, have access to affordable mail, par
cel and courier services.

• British Columbia-based Loewen Group is suing
the U.S. government for U.S. $775 million in com
pensation arising from alleged discrimination, de
nial of minimum standard of treatment and expro
priation. It is claiming that a U.S.$500 million
Mississippi state court verdict that found Loewen
guilty of fraudulent practices amounts to a breach
of NAFTA. As in the Sun Belt case, the corpora
tion is using the NAFTA investment chapter to at
tempt to reverse the results of domestic court pro
ceedings, and to circumvent the course of normal
commercial civil litigation. ..,

• Methanex Corp., based in British Columbia, is
seeking U.S.$970 million in damages from the
United States government in compensation for a
California order to phase out the use of MTBE, a
gasoline additive made from methanol. The state
of California is concerned that MTBE, which

_, 
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could cause cancer, is leaking from storage tanks, 

contaminating groundwater and well water. 

This loss of national sovereignty reminds me of 
passage of Pius XI's encyclical Quadragesimo annc 

written in 1931 at the height of the Great Depression. L 
paragraph 109 the Pope laments the inability of govern 

ments to protect their people from economic exploita 

tion: 

• Mondev, a Montreal-based real estate develop

ment firm, has filed a claim against the U.S. gov

ernment for U.S. $16 million. Mondev had suc

cessfully sued the city of Boston for the same

amount after the city refused to issue a permit for

the expansion of a mall. The lower court decision

was reversed after an appeal based on a state law

protecting the redevelopment authority from li

ability.

Unbridled ambition for domination has succeedec 

the desire for gain; the whole economic life ha: 

become hard, cruel and relentless in a ghastl� 

measure. The ... scandalous confusing of the dutie: 

and offices of civil authority and the economy ha: 

produced great evils, not the least of which ha: 

been the downgrading of the state. The state whicl 

should be the supreme arbiter ... , intent upon jus

tice and the common good, has become instead � 

slave, bound over to the service of passion anc

greed .... A double stream has issued forth from 

this fountainhead: on the one hand ... the "eco

nomic imperialism" [ of nations] and on the other, a 

no less noxious and detestable ... "international im

perialism" in financial affairs, which hold that 

where a man's fortune is, there is his country. 

• U.S.-based Metalclad, a waste-disposal company,

was awarded U.S. $16.7 million in compensation

from the Mexican government for a breach of

Chapter 11 of NAFI'A when a municipality in the

state of San Luis Potosi refused it permission to

build a waste disposal facility. When Metalclad

went ahead with construction without the ap

proval, the state governor ordered the site closed

down after a geological audit showed the facility

would contaminate the local water supply. Mexico

has launched an appeal before a higher court, seek

ing to have the award overturned. Gregory Baum 
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Book Notes 

In Good Faith 

Canadian Chu,rches Against Apartheid 

Renate Pratt 

Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1997 

366 + xii pp. 

In Good Faith tells the story of a sustained and 
successful social justice initiative undertaken by a Cana
dian ecumenical coalition, the Taskforce on the 
Churches and Corporate Responsibility, which repre
sented Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, United 
and Roman Catholic Churches in Canada. Against per
sistent abuse, discouragement and even paid counter
lobbying, its members campaigned for banks and busi
nesses to cease doing business with South Africa on the 
grounds that this ultimately supported apartheid. Pratt's 
history of this campaign is a fascinating account of faith 
that seeks justice in action, persevering in its efforts and 
ultimately playing a small but significant role in the 
creation of a democratic South Africa. The Taskforce 
had the official support of the denominations they repre
sented, and their efforts were legitimated by 
affirmations from representatives of South Africans on 
whose behalf they claimed to be active. With this back
ing the Taskforce members managed finally to make 
moral concerns of Canadian Christians over the violence 
and injustice of apartheid heard in many bank and cor
porate boardrooms. Although it was uprising in the 
black townships and the consequences this had for the 
business environment there that led banks to cease mak
ing loans to South Africa, the work of the Task Force 
played a role in moving them to this decision. 

This book may be important for other social justice 
struggles as well .. The recounting of this history shows 
how the globalization of the economy enabled Canadian 
churches to play a role in a social justice struggle in a 
distant land. The Taskforce realized the possibilities pre
sented by the inter-connections between politics and the 
globalized economy and utilized these in the service of a 
struggle for justice on another continent. At first their 
presentations at annual meetings and such were simply 
received by most shareholders corporate leaders as 
noise. But as resistance to apartheid grew within South 

Africa and opposition spread throughout North Atlantic 
civil societies, the protests and recommendations of the 
Taskforce, aided by sympathetic members of the press, 
became a significant part of the business environment 
for Canadian banks and companies. This played a small 
but significant role in die destabilization of the business 
environment in South Africa, which eventually led many 
South African business leaders to favour change over 
support for apartheid. This in tum became a factor in the 
political environment that helped move the country to
wards democracy. 

The Taskforce was also involved in similar action 
in regards to social justice issues in South America. Here 
their efforts did not contribute to such a successful out
come. Was South Africa a unique case? Does the glo
balized economy present similar possibilities for social 
action on social justice and environmental concerns in 
other places? The work of the Taskforce can be seen as 
an attempt to re-embed a section of the economy in a 
moral framework. Capitalism proved to be vulnerable 
here to a persistent and well-publicized moral concern. 
This may be instructive for other social justice struggles. 
The transformations of time and space in people's rela
tionships brought by globalization (Anthony Giddens) 
may present other possibilities for similar types of social 
action in other arenas. 

Donald Schweitzer 
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Left Catholicism 1943-1955 

Catholics and Society in Western Europe at the 

Point of Liberation 

Gerd-Rainer Hom and Emmanuel Gerard, Eds. 

KADOC-Studies 25, Leuven University 

Press 2001, 319 pages 

After WWII, several Catholic organizations in 
Western Europe believed that the time had come for an 
alliance with socialists and a common struggle for a so
cialist society. In resistance movements and prison 
camps, Catholics and socialists had become friends. Af
ter the liberation, the public discourse of the hour zero 
and a new beginning encouraged a good number of 
Catholics to reach out for a new kind of society. The de
struction of towns and villages, the occupation of build
ings by foreigners and the shifting national boundaries 
persuaded many people, Catholics among them, that af
ter this upheaval the concept of private property would 
change after the war. The only Catholic movement of 
those years that acquired an international reputation was 
the worker priests movement of France. Yet the left
wing Catholic wave did not last very long. By the early 
1950s, political and ecclesiastical pressures had put an 
end to it. 

The present book is a collection of 12 articles, 
written by historians, that tell the story of these Catholic 
movements in France, Belgium, Italy and Germany. The 
first of these articles, written by Gerd-Rainer Horn, of
fers a comprehensive overview of the phenomenon of 
Left Catholicism in Europe of the 1940s. Left Catholi
cism, an unusual term, is probably the translation of the 
German Linkskatholizismus, which is commonly used. 
The author discusses the relation of these Catholic 
movements to political parties, the theological ideas that 
guided their action, and the social missions to which 
these movements committed themselves. 

Of great interest to me has been that Maritain' s 
interpretation of Thomism, his major work, True Hu

manism, and his support for the republicans during the 
Spanish Civil War made his thought the principal guide 
of these Catholic radicals. Today, Catholics influenced 
by liberation theology read Maritain rather differently: 
they claim that the separation between the natural and 
supernatural orders in Maritain' s thought prevents the 
energies generated by faith from fuelling an historical 
struggle. 
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The social mission in which these movement: 
were engaged in the 1940s and early '50s was activ< 
support for the self-emancipation of the proletariat 
Some Catholic associations worked in poor neighbour 
hoods to raise people's consciousness while others en• 
gaged in an intellectual apostolate intended to influence 
public opinion and public policy. From the ample mate
rial supplied in these articles, let me mention two move
ments with which I was already familiar. 

An article on le mouvement populaire des famillej 

in France reports how this movement was born out o1 
specialized Catholic Action, how it operated during the 
German occupation and how it became radicalized after 
the war by its contact with labour organizations. This 
Catholic movement involved families: both husbands 
and wives were regarded as political actors, husbands as 
workers in industry and wives as leaders in the neigh
bourhood, both promoting the self-emancipation of the 
working class. In 1950 the French bishops withdrew 
their support for the movement and replaced it with Ac

tion ouvriere catholique, which they were able to con
trol. In the 40s, le mouvement populaire desfamilles ex
erted an influence on a Catholic movement in Quebec, 
called la ligue ouvriere catholique, which supported the 
self-emancipation of workers and counted upon the ac
tive participation of men and women. In 1950, the Que
bec bishops demanded that la ligue drop its political ori
entation and become a pastoral movement promoting 
the faith in working-class families. 

An article on the Catholic Left in Germany before 
and after WWII deals extensively with political thinkers 
and actors associated at one time with the left wing of 
the old Catholic party (das Zentrum) and the left wing of 
the new, post-war party, Christian Democracy, known in 
Germany as CDU. These men thought it would be possi
ble to create Christian socialism in the CDU. Among the 
political thinkers associated with the first two public 
statements of the CDU in 1945 and 1947 was the Do
minican social theologian Eberhard Welty, who was lo
cated at the Dominican House of Studies at Walberberg, 
near Cologne, which had become an influential centre of 
Christian socialist thought. Yet from 1950 on, both Pius 
XII' s ardent defence of private property and the politics 
of restoration adopted by the new leader of the CDU, 
Komad Adenhauer, greatly reduced the influence of the 
Catholic Left. Adenhauer even asked the Vatican to si
lence the Dominicans at Walberberg. 



s Left Catholicism 1943-1955 is a outstanding col

lection of historical studies, not intended as casual read

ing, but rather as sclJ_olarly contributions to a better un

derstanding of Catholicism and European society after 

WWII. The book should be in the library of every Catho

lic college and every department of European history. 

Gregory Baum 
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"Lord, make me an instrument of your peace. 
Where there is hatred let me sow love, 
Where there is injury, pardon ... 
For it is in giving that we receive, 
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned 
And it is in dying that we are born to eternal life." 

This famous prayer, traditionally attributed 
to Saint Francis, has traveled the world, 
winning hearts and inspiring minds with 

As Leonardo Boff shows in his moving 
reflections, this love not only brings 
each person the promise of eternal sal
vation, but also provides the basis for 
social peace, redeems the world, and 
constitutes the hidden meaning of the 
universe. 

Leonard_o Boff 2-89507-159-4 J $18.95 
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